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Comprehensive Management of Skull Base TumorsThieme Medical Publishers, 2021

	Over a decade has passed since the publication of the successful first edition of Comprehensive Management of Skull Base Tumors, and much has happened in the intervening years. Major advances have been made in the surgical, radiotherapeutic, and chemotherapeutic management of skull base neoplasms. Coincident has been the rapidly advancing...


		

Starship Therapise: Using Therapeutic Fanfiction to Rewrite Your LifeNorth Atlantic Books, 2021

	I write this foreword during a pandemic of epic proportion, one not only

	wrought by nature but also helped along by those entrusted with her care.

	It may very well be that we are actualizing the Terminator’s prophecy

	when he matter-of-factly proclaimed, as if simply reading from the pages

	of history, that “it is in...

		

From Raj to Republic: Sovereignty, Violence, and Democracy in India (South Asia in Motion)Stanford University Press, 2021

	BETWEEN 1946 AND 1952, the British Raj, the world’s largest colony,

	was transformed into the Republic of India, the world’s largest democracy.

	Independence, the Constituent Assembly Debates, the founding of the

	Republic, and India’s first universal franchise general election took place

	amid the violence and...





		

A Thousand Brains: A New Theory of IntelligenceBasic Books, 2021

	Don’t read this book at bedtime. Not that it’s frightening. It

	won’t give you nightmares. But it is so exhilarating, so

	stimulating, it’ll turn your mind into a whirling maelstrom of

	excitingly provocative ideas—you’ll want to rush out and tell

	someone rather than go to sleep. It is a victim of...

		

Kashmir in Conflict: India, Pakistan and the Unending WarI. B. Tauris, 2021

	In 1846, under the terms of the Treaty of Amritsar, the British sold the beautiful

	valley of Kashmir to the Hindu Dogra ruler, Gulab Singh. It was not a sale in the

	traditional sense of the word since Britain was not physically occupying the land it

	sold, but rather a confirmation of an existing state of affairs where by Gulab Singh...

		

The Scandinavian Skincare Bible: the definitive guide to understanding your skinScribe Publications, 2021

	We get goosebumps if someone strokes our skin gently. The

	reason for this is

	that a tiny hair-erector muscle — the arrector pili, located deep

	in each hair

	follicle — responds to nerve signals from the brain. Our hairs

	stand on end,

	and the layer of air they trap protects us against the cold.

	The skin, our...





		

Microsoft Azure Security Center (IT Best Practices - Microsoft Press)Microsoft Press, 2021

	Welcome to Azure Security Center, Third Edition—a book

	that was developed together with the Azure Security Center

	product group to provide in-depth information about Azure

	Security Center and Azure Defender, to demonstrate best

	practices based on real-life experience with the product in

	different environments.

...

		

Human Resource Management at Work: The Definitive GuideKogan Page, 2020

	Having already outlined in the Introduction the broad content of HRM at Work, we can now move on to explain how the book might be used. We think it is best to work one’s way through the book sequentially, given the first four chapters set the backdrop within which specific areas of HR practice are designed, the next two review the work...


		

Starting Out or Starting Over: Top 10 Tips for Runners: Advice, Injuries, & Support. Plus! Bonus Habit Shaper and Willpower BuilderMountain Morning Press, Ltd., 2021

	THE IDEA FOR THIS BOOK literally came to me in the middle of the night. That creative part of my brain insisted that I get up and make some damn notes. In that sleepy fog, I saw myself crafting this little book along with its siblings – of course, it’s a series! I imagined them like little messengers, offering valuable...






		

Positive Psychology (The Basics)Routledge, 2020

	Consider a scientific scholarship that is as invested in promoting

	happiness, wellbeing, strength and resilience as much as it is

	concerned in alleviating stress and distress. A science that

	explores what makes a good life, and disseminates concepts,

	research findings and interventions that can help us flourish

	and grow. This...

		

The Routledge Companion to Sexuality and Colonialism (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2021

	Unique in its global and interdisciplinary scope, this collection brings together comparative insights across European, Ottoman, Japanese, and US imperial contexts while spanning colonized spaces in Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, the Indian Ocean, the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia. Drawing on interdisciplinary perspectives...


		

ACCA Performance ManagementBP Learning, 2020

	The headings in this checklist/index indicate the main topics of questions, but questions often

	cover several different topics.





	Past exam questions are designated with the date of the exam in which they featured, although

	some have been amended to reflect subsequent changes to the syllabus or in the format of the...
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